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Kotlin Programming Cookbook: Explore more than 100 recipes that show how to build robust mobile and web applications with Kotlin, Spring Boot, and AndroidPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover Android programming and web development by understanding the concepts of Kotlin Programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Practical solutions to your common programming problems with Kotlin 1.1
	
			Leverage the functional power of Kotlin to ease your Android application...
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Fedora 11 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The leading Fedora book-over a quarter of a million copies sold of previous editions!
    What better way to learn Fedora 11 than with the leading Fedora book from the best-selling Linux author, Christopher Negus with Eric Foster Johnson? Whether you're new to Linux or an advanced user, this power-packed guide is loaded with...
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Computer Forensics: Hard Disk and Operating Systems (Ec-Council Press Series : Computer Forensics)Course Technology PTR, 2009


	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent

	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers, better known

	as black hats, are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and...
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Data Science at the Command Line: Facing the Future with Time-Tested ToolsO'Reilly, 2014

	Data science is an exciting field to work in. It’s also still very young. Unfortunately, many people, and especially companies, believe that you need new technology in order to tackle the problems posed by data science. However, as this book demonstrates, many things can be accomplished by using the command line instead, and sometimes...
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Fundamentals of Embedded Software: Where C and Assembly MeetPrentice Hall, 2001
Fundamentals of Embedded Software: Where C and Assembly Meet is a refreshing alternative to the traditional sophomore text on computer organization and assembly language programming. The text approaches assembly the way it is commonly used in practiceÂ¿to implement small, fast, or special-purpose routines...
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Live Linux(R) CDs: Building and Customizing Bootables (Negus Live Linux Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
  
 Dream the perfect computer system, then build it to run on a Linux live CD!




  
 

A Linux live CD is more than just a Linux system you carry around. Start with...
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Why Startups Fail: And How Yours Can SucceedApress, 2011

	For the want-to-be entrepreneur thinking about taking the leap, the boot-strapped entrepreneur trying to energize a business three or four years in, and the venture-backed entrepreneur trying to scale, Why Startups Fail shows you the key mistakes new ventures make—and how to avoid them. Nearly everyone has an idea for a product...
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Linux(R) Quick Fix Notebook (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
An indispensable guide for every Linux administrator
Instant access to precise, step-by-step solutions for every essential Linux administration task

From basic configuration and troubleshooting to advanced security and optimization

If you're responsible for delivering results with Linux, Linux® Quick Fix Notebook brings...
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Fedora 6 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
More than a quarter of a million copies sold in previous editions!
    

    From home desktop to enterprise server, here's all the Linux you need    

    With Fedora Core 6, you get the latest Linux technology and previews of upcoming Red Hat Enterprise Linux software. Run Fedora Core 6 live (no...
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Embedded Linux Primer: A Practical Real-World Approach (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Up-to-the-Minute, Complete Guidance for Developing Embedded Solutions with Linux


	 


	Linux has emerged as today’s #1 operating system for embedded products. Christopher Hallinan’s Embedded Linux Primer has proven itself as the definitive...
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Visual Basic.NET at Work: Building 10 Enterprise ProjectsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Build 10 of the most sought after Visual Basic .NET enterprise applications–now!    

Tired of the typical VB.NET reference books that only provide a little information on a lot of topics? Looking for real-world examples of how to use .NET in your day-to-day enterprise projects? Youve come to the right place.    

In Visual...
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Absolute OpenBSD: UNIX for the Practical ParanoidNo Starch Press, 2013

	
		The definitive guide to OpenBSD

		

		Foreword by Henning Brauer, OpenBSD PF Developer

	
		OpenBSD, the elegant, highly secure Unix-like operating system, is widely used as the basis for critical DNS servers, routers, firewalls, and more. This long-awaited second edition of Absolute OpenBSD...
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